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THE ROLE
OF THE
GUARD
what our members say

INTRODUCTION
Thousands of guards are employed
on our rail network, working for
different train companies on
different terms and conditions
across Britain.
Many of those train companies are
currently planning on axing the role,
placing passenger safety at risk.
These operators, and their allies in
government, repeatedly claim that
the role is just about opening doors.
As you will read, from guards in
their own words, the role is much,
much more than that covering over
35 safety critical areas to keep our
railway and the travelling public
safe.
On 8th August 2018, RMT
conducted a survey of guards. In
just one day over 800 guards
responded, outlining how they have
used their training throughout their
careers to prevent emergencies
arising, preventing and deterring
sexual assaults, dealing with actual
emergencies, dealing with antisocial behaviour, assisting the

disabled and providing security
during a period of heightened
terrorist threat.
Hundreds of detailed responses
were provided to each question. For
example, in relation to sexual
assault incidents over 300
individually written examples were
provided, and a further 560 related
to difficulties experienced by
disabled passengers which only the
guard could have dealt with.
As you will see from what the
guards have to say, they clearly care
passionately about the service they
provide in keeping the travelling
public safe. Their safety critical
status is the only guarantee of
having them working on trains. That
status is now under threat.
Please take the time to listen to
their explanation of what they do.
Then ask yourself, are these
thousands of job cuts really about
who opens the doors? And would
you want a loved one to be on a
train that did not have a guard?

EMERGENCY
SITUATIONS
80% of Guards have prevented an emergency situation arising
and a further 80% have used their safety critical training in an
actual emergency situation.

Resuscitate a passenger… carry out drivers
protection… break up fights… emergency procedures
during/after train crash… help carry a body from train to
ambulance… assist a diabetic seizure… examine train
after suicide… give first aid many times… treat a
passenger for life threatening open abdominal wound…
assist police in arrest… to mention a few!

Train was on fire. I
evacuated the train and
extinguished the fire and
dealt with the aftermath.

Overheads came down
on us… Driver was
unable to leave cab as
wires were down
around the cab. Had to
keep passengers calm
and safe.

Passenger fell
between platform
and train only his
head was visible
at platform level if
I hadn’t
rechecked before
giving the bells or
it had been driver
only the old guy
would be dead
now.

Arranged air ambulance
for child with heart
condition and stopped
train out of course.

Train failed and I
laid detonators for
train protection,
saved 3 lives so far
from the tracks.

I have had occasion to go line side and assist an
injured person who was struck by a train in the course
of trying to commit suicide. The Driver was too shaken
to carry out the duty of contacting the signaller and
carrying out protection.

I had a woman commit
suicide by setting herself
on fire in the toilet
cubicle on my train. I
evacuated my
passengers, tried to
tackle the fire and
assisted the fire brigade.

Providing visual
sighting and
confirmation of
signals and hazards
to my driver
following a smashed
windscreen due to
a bird.

ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
98% of guards have dealt with anti-social behaviour with 63%
having tackled it over 20 times.

I once had a panic on a
late night service
because a drunken male
was wandering around
with a smashed wine
bottle. I had to talk him
into handing over the
bottle and make sure no
passengers tried to
intervene or get hurt.

Separated rival Football
fans on journey, used
previous police skills to
avert a hostile situation.

Dealt with
flashers and
youths fighting.

A travelling
customer was
accused of
being a
paedophile. I
had to call the
police.

A Sri Lankan lady and her 6 year old
son where being racially abused and
bullied by a group of youths. I made
sure the train was met by British
Transport Police to remove the youths

Without Guards on
the trains a lot of
fights, rapes, knife
attacks would have
happened.

Required to intervene. Violence involved. If not there,
situation would have escalated, knives involved.
Children and adults scared. No other point of contact
for one hour between stops.

(Passengers) Drunk and
violent towards other
passengers. Isolated and
removed from train

SEXUAL
ASSAULTS
51% of guards have prevented or deterred at least one sexual
assault and 12% have dealt with more than 5 such incidents.

I've put myself in harm's way to protect minors from
drunken sexual predators on late night services.

It was brought to my
attention a man was
exposing himself to a
young girl, I moved the
girl and called the British
Transport Police.

I have stopped a
young man
molesting a young
woman.

Two men blocked the path of a young lady, demanding
oral sex. I looked after the distraught lady for the rest of
the journey.

An elderly
passenger had
groped a
school girl, had
to get police to
the train.

I myself have been victim of
sexual assault in my role. This
was due to trying to quieten
down a rowdy stag party.

I had a young girl who approached me thinking she was
being followed, I remained with her until the male left the
train and reported to the British Transport Police.
Two men touched up a youngster and I had to look after
the girl and her mate and arranged a cab to their house.
Gang of boys tried to assault
a lady I got involved and
prevented it. Driver had no
knowledge.

ASSISTING DISABLED
PASSENGERS
85% of guards provide assistance to passengers with disabilities
at least once a day.

Wheelchair assistance, blind
person needing a helping hand,
the elderly needing a bit of help,
and then there’s the mums with
pushchairs and prams.

Providing a
ramp at the
many
unstaffed
stations we
call at.

Assisting on/off train at unmanned stations. Helping
with communications, arranging onward assistance.
Reassuring vulnerable adults/ children with Autism/
communications disability. Assisting blind/ deaf
passengers etc.

Loading wheelchairs, mobility
scooters and other disabled people.
Very few give advance notice of travel
and so are reliant on us.

Wheelchairs on and off
trains, ringing for
assistance at stations
assisting with luggage
many people could not
travel otherwise.

I help visually impaired
customers off trains. Get
wheelchair ramp for
customers. Help elderly
people with luggage. Or
more recently a customer
with autism.

I always assist elderly passengers boarding trains
and wheelchair users… This is an essential role…
and without it passengers would be extremely
vulnerable and at risk of harm.

SECURITY
Over 500 examples were collected of guards describing their
specific role in protecting the safety of the travelling public during
periods of heightened security.

By regular security checks,
and the ability to move
passengers away from a
potential threat/area quickly.

Constantly
vigilant through
train. Looking
for expected
packages or
people acting
suspiciously. A
driver cannot
do this.

I am trained to know what to
look for if I see anything
suspicious, I would be able to
secure the area quickly and
contact the emergency
services. I can also make sure
the passengers are safe and
make sure they remain calm.

I've had to call BTP to a train due to suspicious
behaviour from 2 passengers. How would a
driver see this?

Many of our guards
are ex-service
personnel. In my case
I came from the police
service. We bring a
good knowledge of
these issues to the
railway.

Constant checks
throughout the
train to ensure all
bags are
accounted for
etc…

During the IRA campaign I had to evacuate a train as
it had been reported that there was a device on the
train. If there was no longer a guard then there would
be panic and deaths, people do not know what to do
or where to go, confusion would set in.

I'm constantly looking for anything/one
suspicious. No one will do this if I'm
not there.

97% of guards believe the main
reason for train companies
introducing Driver Only Operation
is to increase profits and a further
97% believe that the government
is on the side of the train
companies and not the
passengers or rail workers.
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